
 
 

Let’s thank our Rabb-2-Oxygen & Sun 
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Allahهلالج لج ordered us to live thoughtfully and to consider what He blessed us with and to 

be grateful for it. He said: 

  َوِإْذ ََتَذََّن رَبُُّكْم لَِئن َشَكْرُُتْ أَلزِيَدنَُّكْم َولَِئن َكَفْرُُتْ ِإنَّ َعَذاِب َلَشِديد   
Ibrahim 14: 7. And (remember) when your Rabb proclaimed: "If you give thanks (by 

accepting Faith and worshipping none but Allah), I will give you more (of My Blessings), 

but if you are thankless (i.e. disbelievers), verily! My Punishment is indeed severe." 

We are talking about being thankful to Allahهلالج لج for His blessings. We spoke about 

Allahهلالج لج’s creation, water and what He blessed us with, iron and other metals and all that 

happens as a result of having water in its three states, on our planet. Today let us look 

at something which is even more important and critical to survival. Air, or more correctly, 

oxygen. How many of you have heard of the Amazon basin which we like to call, ‘the 

lungs of the earth’? It is 10 times the size of Texas and produces 20 times the amount 

of oxygen that all humans on our planet need to consume in one year. The Amazon 

basin however doesn’t have great soil. Trees get nutrients only from leaf fall and 

decomposing organic matter. This too gets leached out thanks to heavy rain and trees 

are in need, especially of phosphates. Scientists have estimated that annually 27 million 

tons of nutrients wash out of the soil in the Amazon basin. You can imagine what the 

result would be, if these nutrients were not replenished. But how does that happen?  

Winds take dust from the Sahara and other deserts of North Africa across the Atlantic 

to the Amazon basin in South America (Brazil) and annually dump 27 million tons of 

African desert dust into the Amazonian rain forest. This is the perfect fertilizer as it is 

rich in phosphorus. Plants and trees grow and consume carbon dioxide and produce 

oxygen. One tree produces enough oxygen for two people to consume in a year. But 

guess what? Not one breath escapes the Amazon. Everything is consumed by the 

animals, reptiles, insects, mammals, birds that live in the Amazon. The trees however 

suck up the water from the ground and it travels up the tree and is eventually released 

as vapor. This in the presence of sunlight and wind creates a massive river in the sky 

which is bigger than the Amazon and covers everything beneath when viewed from the 

International Space Station. Technology has the power to help us to recognize Allahهلالج لج. 
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This river of water vapor travels north until it hits a wall – the 5500 miles long and 4 

miles high Andes. It cools and rains. The rain erodes rock and converts it into sediment 

and dumps it into the ocean. This sediment is full of nutrients. There something is 

waiting for it. Diatom algae. Take a deep breath. Now take another one. We owe one of 

those breaths to *Diatoms*  https://diatoms.org/what-are-diatoms 

 

Diatoms are single-celled algae, 4 – times thinner than human hair. Diatoms are algae 

that live in houses made of glass. They are the only organism on the planet with cell 

walls composed of transparent, opaline silica. Diatom cell walls are ornamented by 

intricate and striking patterns of silica. Diatoms produce 50% of the air we breathe. 

Without diatoms, we would be dead. 

Through carbon fixation, diatoms remove carbon dioxide (CO2) from the atmosphere. 

The CO2 is converted to organic carbon in the form of sugar, and oxygen (O2) is 

released. We breathe the oxygen that diatoms release. Diatoms multiply daily and 

double their number. Sometimes this is slowed down in the absence of nutrients. 

Diatoms are also found in the Arctic and use the nutrients from powdered rock that 

glacier movement produces. Estimates of the number of diatom species range from 

20,000 - 2 million. Scientists are discovering new species every year. When nutrients are 

scarce, diatoms die and sink to the ocean floor. Their shells don’t degrade and are 

preserved for tens of millions of years. In some places, the sediment of dead diatoms is 

half a mile thick. Times change, ocean level falls, ocean floor rises, and we have a salt 

desert and dust storms. The cycle is complete. 

Now we come to another exact number. Oxygen forms 20.95% of our atmosphere. 

Exactly. If there is too little oxygen as happens at high altitudes, we choke and have 

breathing problems. If there is too much oxygen, it causes spontaneous fires and we 

burn. We need an exact balance of oxygen which is exactly 20.95%. We don’t know 

how the earth does it, but that is exactly how much oxygen there is in our atmosphere 

and has been for millions of years.  We owe every breath we take to the One who 

created the systems and the fundamental laws that make it all happen. Without that 

exact balance, we could still have all the elements, but life would be impossible. 

Book: Chris Hadfield: https://www.amazon.com/Astronauts-Guide-Life-Earth-  

Determination/dp/0316253030 

https://diatoms.org/what-are-diatoms
https://www.amazon.com/Astronauts-Guide-Life-Earth-Determination/dp/0316253030
https://www.amazon.com/Astronauts-Guide-Life-Earth-Determination/dp/0316253030
https://www.amazon.com/Astronauts-Guide-Life-Earth-Determination/dp/0316253030
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We spoke about water and oxygen. Let me tell you about something even more strange, 

critical and dangerous and that is the Sun. We like to think of the Sun as a ‘life giver’. 

People even worship the sun. The sun does contribute energy, which is essential to 

life, but in reality, the Sun is a planet killer. The sun hits the earth constantly with flares 

of deadly radiation, UV light and heat. But Allahهلالج لج gave the earth three shields to 

protect itself and us from the deadly effect of the sun. 

First Screen: Magnetic Shield: The earth’s core is made up of a cauldron of fire 

with molten metal, iron and nickel, boiling and turning and radioactive. That produces 

its own magnetic field that completely surrounds the earth and stretches 400,000 

miles into space. That field deflects solar radiation and flares, which we see as the 

Aurora Borealis. 

Second Screen: Ozone Layer: Life in the sea, mostly single celled algae, diatoms 

and others, photosynthesize and produce a waste material called Oxygen. This 

produced by zillions of organisms in the oceans rises into the atmosphere until it 

converts to Ozone in the stratosphere. Ozone is produced naturally in the stratosphere 

when highly energetic solar radiation strikes molecules of oxygen, O2, and cause 

the two oxygen atoms to split apart in a process called photolysis. If a freed atom 

collides with another O2, it joins up, forming ozone O3 and forms a protective layer 

around the earth. That shields the earth from the sun’s UV radiation which otherwise 

would have burned everything exposed to it. If the Ozone layer is destroyed, then life 

on earth will be finished. 

Third Screen: CO2 emissions and rain: Carbon dioxide which is spewed by 

volcanoes envelopes the earth and if left as it is traps heat. In a short time, that would 

cook the earth and all on it. That is why the surface temperature of Venus is 480 

Celsius thanks to the thick cloud of Carbon dioxide that covers the planet. Though it is 

further away from the sun, it is so hot that lead would melt on Venus. On the earth 

Carbon dioxide is dissolved by rain and falls to earth and dissolves rock and creates 

sediment which then washes into our rivers and goes into the ocean. That cools down 

the earth and feeds Diatoms, which produce Oxygen for us to breathe.  

However, today human beings are creating 60 times more carbon dioxide 

than all the volcanoes on the earth put together. If this goes on, then the earth 
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will get hotter and hotter and eventually will become uninhabitable. That is what we 

need to fight and reduce our CO2 emissions, if we want to survive. 

Ibn al-Jawzi said, "If this Dunya was not a station of tests it would not be filled with 

sicknesses and filth. If life was not about hardship, then the Prophets and the pious 

would have lived the most comfortable of lives. But no; Adam (AS) suffered test after 

test until he left the Dunya. Nuh (AS) cried for 300 years. Ibrahim (AS) was thrown into 

a pit of fire and later told to slaughter his son. Ya'qub (AS) cried until he became blind. 

Musa (AS) challenged Fir'aun and was tested by his people. Isa (AS) had no provision 

except the morsels his disciples provided him with. And Muhammad (SAS) met poverty 

with patience. His uncle - one of the most beloved relatives to him - was slain and 

mutilated and his people disbelieved in him. The list of Prophets and the pious goes on 

and on."  They were all tested severely, yet they all thanked Allahهلالج لج.  

Whatever happens to us, happens because Allahهلالج لج chose it for us. To be pleased with 

it, Ridha bil Qadha (to be pleased with the choice of Allahهلالج لج) is an article of our faith. 

Allahهلالج لج told us about His tests and the attitude of the Mu’mineen towards them: 

ُلَونَُّكْم ِبَشْيٍء مِ َن اْْلَوْف َوالُْ  ِر الصَّابِرِينَ َولَنَ ب ْ وِع َونَ ْقٍص مِ َن اأَلَمَواِل َواألنُفِس َوالثََّمرَاِت َوَبشِ   

 الَِّذيَن ِإَذا َأَصابَ ت ُْهم مُِّصيَبة  قَالُوْا ِإَّنَّ لِلِ ِ َوإِنَّ ا ِإلَْيِه رَاِجعونَ 

 أُولَ ِئَك َعَلْيِهْم َصَلَوات  مِ ن رَّّبِ ِْم َوَرْْحَة  َوأُولَ ِئَك ُهُم اْلمُ ْهَتُدونَ 
Baqara 2: 155. And certainly, We shall test you with something of fear, hunger, loss 

of wealth, lives and fruits, but give glad tidings to As-Sabirin (the patient ones). 

156. Who, when afflicted with calamity, say: "Truly! To Allah we belong and truly, to 

Him we shall return." 157. They are those on whom are the Salawat (i.e. blessings, 

etc.) from their Rabb and (they are those who) receive His Mercy, and it is they who are 

the guided-ones. 

What would we as Believers say, if we were asked what we are prepared to pay for 

Allahهلالج لج’s Mercy and Blessings and Him as our witness that we are rightly guided? That 

is the reward of Sabr and Shukr (patience and gratitude). That is what I ask Allahهلالج لج for 

you and myself, that He should make us Sabireen wa Shakireen.  


